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DIRECTOR OF OCES 
RESPONDS 
Student senators claim, OCES 
needs m,ore transparency 
OCES Director Alesia Smith works with staff to enforce the Student Code ofConduct.Justin Lee Campbell or procedures." Smith pointed ofTrustees, which also approves 
News Editor out that students can access that any major changes to the code and cases are decided almost as applied by universities in their "Combined with [a] lack of 
information online. ofconduct. if the alleged violator is "guilty administration of their codes evidence, some senators feel 
Two student senators According to its website, Section VIII ofthe Student Code until proven innocent" instead of ofconduct. OCES ofi:en excessively labels 
questioned the policies and OCES oversees the campus of Conduct addresses the official innocent until proven guilty. "There is no standard things 'hazing."' Based on 
procedures of Clemson student discipline program and standard of proof in student "It's not unethical," said OCES saying innocent until proven disciplinary hearing outcomes 
University's Office of investigates reported violations. disciplinary cases. Director Smith. "It's standard." guilty," said Smith. "In all three provided by Clemson Fraternity 
Community and Ethical Smith said that the responsibility "Student and student Smith noted that the three standards, you're innocent until and Sorority Llfe, four fraternities 
Standards (OCES) in a recent of OCES is to administer and organization disciplinary cases standards of proof are beyond you can determine otherwise." have been found in violation 
Clemson Undergraduate enforce the Student Code will be decided on the standard of a reasonable doubt, clear and Smith said that the goal of of Clemson's hazing regulation 
Student Government (CUSG) ofConduct. preponderance of the evidence," convincing evidence and OCES is to be educational and since September 2014. 
meeting. Senator Rae-Nessha "There's this perception the code states. "In other words, preponderance of the evidence. ensure that students understand "As for transparency, by 
White, a political science major, that OCES has written the the determination shall be made The beyond a reasonable that violations of Clemson's federal law we cannot disclose 
said OCES procedures need Student Code of Conduct ... " on the basis ofwhether it is more doubt standard requires that Code of Conduct will result sanctions made for individuals," 
"more transparency," stating said Smith. "As a matter of fact, likely than not that the referred one be "100% positive" about in consequences. said Vice President of Student 
that fraternities and sororities are that's so untruthful." Smith student violated the Student a decision. Criminal courts "The senator may not Affairs Almeda Jacks, referring 
more transparent than OCES. stated that Clemson's Code of Code of Conduct." use beyond a reasonable know, and that's just a lack of to_ Family Educational Rights 
"I'm not really sure what's Conduct is developed as part ofa The second senator at the doubt because the courts have understanding and education," and Privacy Act (FERPA). "We 
not transparent," said Alesia community effort that must pass CUSG meeting said that the the authority to . incarcerate said Smith, commenting on the have gone a step forward to 
Smith, director ofOCES. "We're through several bodies. The final use of preponderance of the a defendant. senaror's claim that OCES treats put Greek Life organizations 
not trying to hide our processes approval comes from the Board evidence by OCES is "unethical" The clear and convincing alleged violators as guilty until on the website when they have 
evidence standard refers to the proven innocent. been suspended and we will 
probability that the accused is Senator Robert Gunter, eventually handle all student 
guilty, while preponderance of a civil engineering major, said organizations in this manner." 
the evidence rests on whether that Senator White's statements Jacks stated Oemson will not 
the evidence indicates that a concerned the resolution to make public information about 
violation "most likely" occurred. "Express Support for the Tucker individuals involved in the 
"If 51 o/o of the evidence Hipps Transparency Act," a discipline process unless the law 
point to you not being in violation collaboration between Gunter is changed. 
of a student regulation then and White. In regards ro the proposal 
based upon the preponderance The Tucker Hipps of reforms at the senate meeting, 
of the evidence, you will be Transparency Act, which was Senate President Katie Abrames, 
found not in violation," states the proposed as legislation by state a sociology major, said in an 
OCES website. Rep. Joshua A Pumam, would email to The Tiger that Rae­
According to Smith, the require schools to maintain Nessha White "is the senator 
f 
0 preponderance of evidence online reports 9f investigations working with OCES." 
standard is used throughout into alleged student misconduct Commenting on if she 
the civil court system and for all student organizations. had been contacted by CUSG 
.Q 
C: for university disciplinary "One of the most common regarding suggested reforms, 
til investigations. The U.S. critiques of the act is that OCES OCES Director Alesia Smith! Department of E<;lucation ofi:en uses 'preponderance of said, "This is the first I've heard 
.5 
mandates this standard be the evidence," said Gunter. ofit." 
NEW VICE PRESIDENT OF RESEARCH 
Dr. Karanfil sees position as ''tea1n sport'' 
Kelly Colwell "[The R-1 status] is an 
News Editor important benchmark - that 
puts our research activity on 
"It was very exciting news," par with other universities such 
said Dr. Tanju Karanfil about as Virginia Tech and North 
how he felt afi:er learning he Carolina State," he said. Karanfil · 
had been chosen for Oemson also said part of the reason 
University's new vice president of Clemson has been designated 
research. "We have exceptional an R-1 research university is due 
students, faculty and staff at to the creative inquiry program 
Clemson doing important, and the "undergraduates' 
world-class research and helping significant contributions to 
the people ofSouth Carolina." Clemson research." 
Karanfil will be taking President Clements 
over Dr. Larry Dooley's position said, "Dr. Tanju Karanfil has 
as the new vice president for exemplary leadership skills and _ 
research for the next two years, the creative vision to elevate 
starting Feb. 1. Dooley served research and scholarship to 
for three years as interim vice new heights." 
president and will be retiring Dr. Catherine Mobley, 
afi:er 3 I years at Clemson. a professor and internship 
"For many years, Clemson director for the department of 
research was a hidden treasure," 
said Dooley. "It's been exciting 
sociology and 
also mentioned 
anthropology 
the Carnegie 
Dr. Tanju Karanfil (left), an environmental engineer, is the new vice president ofresearch. 
to see our contributions grow Foundation designation. $10 million for his research fellow ofthe International Water an opportunity, we're hard­ fundamental sCJence and 
to national and international "This designation is also on improving municipal Association and a National wired to find a solution and humanity, and our College 
prominence, and I look forward indicative of the Carnegie water quality. Science Foundation Early make progress." of Architecture, Arts and 
to even greater achievements Foundation's recognition that "About one in six people CAREER Award. Having mentored over 80 Humanities is as stellar in its 
under Dr. Karanfil's leadership." Clemson University scientists around the globe do not have "Clemson was the first Clemson graduate students and disciplines as Engineering and 
Clemson recently are at the cutting edge of adequate acess to clean water," institution that made me an post-doctoral research associates, Science are to theirs," said 
achieved an R-1, or "highest knowledge in a variety of fields," said Karanfil. He also said that offer," said Karanfil. "After the Karanfil has continued to serve Karanfil. His belief in teamwork 
research activity," status from said Mobley. even more people lack basic campus visit, I knew that this as a consultant for water and matches his favorite tradition at 
the Carnegie Classification Students can participate sanitation. "Observing some was the right place for my career wastewater utilities. Clemson, which is Solid Orange 
of Institutions of Higher in the research through creative of these challenges during high and family." Saying that science and because it showcases unity 
Education, according to a inquiry and similar programs. school and college triggered my Commenting on how his higher education are "team and pride. 
Clemson media release. Mobley also said, "Research interest in water supply and background as environmental sports," Karanfil is excited to "We also need to do a 
Formerly the associate and teaching (and service!) go environmental engineering." engineer will inform his term, work on research with all the better job of letting people 
dean for research in the college hand-in-hand," and that "all Karanfil has a bachelor's Karanfil said, "As an engineer, departments at Clemson, not know how research at Clemson 
of engineering and science, are essential ro our mission as a degree in environmental I'm motivated by getting things just science. is improving their lives, so stay 
Karanfil said he is excited about land-grant institution." engineering from Istanbul done." Karanfil continued, "[W]e do our best work tuned for more news about 
the designation. Karanfil has received almost Technical University. He is also a saying, "If there's an issue or when we combine engineering, our work." 
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Clem,son Transportation Services survey: 
Finds 90 percent of students are unsatisfied with parking 
Tessa Schwarze insight into the student's view "Walking back to my dorm 
Contributor of transportation, suggesting in the horseshoe from the 
things like different routes, R4 extension at night is very 
A recent anonymous schedules, locations or even unsettling because the path is 
survey conducted by the services, and also trying to close to the woods and goes 
CUSG Transportation and bring more/alter ex1stmg over a poorly lit bridge," said 
Facilities Committee found programs to fit the needs one student, commenting on 
that 90 percent of Clemson of students." their frustration. "I usually 
students are unsatisfied with Wilson also commented walk anyways because I get 
on-campus parking. on how difficult it is for off work late at night and 
In addition, 63 percent the University to address Tiger Transit takes too long." 
of 83 students surveyed these complaints. Wilson addressed the issue of 
said they were made late to "In terms of parking, safety, saying, 
a class or meeting by the it's hard to fix the issue "Student safety is a large 
CATbus. Students also said overnight," said Wilson. concern of mine and drunk 
the CATbus is "unreliable" "More cars are coming to driving and walking is a large 
and the small number of campus as more students danger for students, so we 
available parking spaces do and it's difficult and want to make sure people can 
is "absurd." expensive to provide get to and from downtown 
"Parking and solutions like parking decks." seamlessly and safely." 
transportation is the bane The city of Clemson He suggested that students 
of my existence," one of runs Clemson Area Transit look into the Clemson Safe 
the surveyed students (CAT), which administers Rides program for a safer 
commented. "I find the the CATbus program, and experience. According to 
parking spots on campus the degree of separation the survey, 82 percent of 
to be very frustrating, and between CAT and Clemson students are unaware of the 
I think that the [parking] University has made Safe Rides program. Wilson 
tickets .. . rob students of addressing these issues also said that students who 
their money." head on difficult for the live in the North Clemson 
CUSG Transportation university. Wilson said area could use GotchaRide, a 
and Facilities Committee that students should plan transportation service offered 
Chairman Joey Wilson alternative options to the by The Gotcha Group. advocating for the bus to run knowing what is available to and Transportation 
is a bridge between CATbus, such as Parking According to www. more frequently and during them. The recently updated Services Dan Hofmann 
students and Parking and and Transportation Services' th ego tch agr o up . com, peak times for downtown. website http://www.clemson . at hofmann@clemson. 
Transportation Services, carpooling program, which GotchaRide partners "But we need data to edu/ cam pus-life/parking/ edu with opinions about 
meeting with its director is free if three or more with schools "to transport support this change," said and the my.Clemson app transportation services. 
Dan Hofmann weekly to students participate. students, faculty and staff Wilson. He said that CUSG both have information "If students have issues 
regarding these services. The with services, they shoulddiscuss improvements to The survey also around campus in a 100 will collect data on its own 
transportation and parking. addressed safety. Students percent electric, open if it has to do so because my.Clemson lets students try to personally document 
"We've heard many noted that the lack of vehicle." Although the student experiences are know the location of buses what happened and send 
complaints about services on-campus lighting and service is free , the website important. "The only way and how full they are, as it to either myself or Dan 
well as the availability of Hofmann," said Wilson.like Tiger Transit and unreliable bus services creates encourages tipping. we can make services better is 
CATbus," said Wilson. "We an unsettling environment Wilson states that he is through feedback from those parking spots. "Both CUSG and Parking 
Wilson said students and Transportation careare doing our best to help at night. Of the experiences working with Transportation who use those services." 
make these services better that were discussed, the most Services to improve safety. Wilson said that could reach out to him about the student voice a lot 
at jrw6@clemson.edu and want to provide the bestthrough providing [Parking prominent issue seemed to Actions include expanding students can improve their 
or Director of Parking services possible." and Transportation Services] be the wait for Tiger Transit. locations for Safe Rides and transportation experience by 
+t 
I J . 
.. 
The survey found that 63% ofstudents reported being late because ofthe CATbus. 
AVS Students get hands on experience in lab at Lamaster Dairy Farm. 
OF 
THE D ?T E C 1TH # OTD. 
Fossils ofHomo naledi may provide clues about the evolution ofhumans. 
Charles Simmons 
It looks like Ancestry. 
com is going to have to 
update their records because 
you have a new ancestor. 
Well, that is if their 
records go back a few 
million years. 
Your new ancestor 
belongs to the species Homo 
naledi, a type of hominin 
that has been extinct for 
millions of years. Fossils 
of this new species of early 
humans are likely to provide 
invaluable information 
about the evolution 
of hominids. 
The fossils of at least 
15 individuals were found 
in October of 2013 in South 
Africa, but it wasn't until 
September of 2015 that Dr. 
Paul Dirks and his colleagues 
announced in eLife that they 
belonged to a new species. 
Multiple copies of most of 
the bones in the skeleton 
were included in the find. 
"The unprecedenred 
quantity and quality of 
these fossils will allow 
anthropologists to ask and 
hopefully answer questions 
about a host of topics 
such as growth strategies, 
longevity, and size range­
topics that are frequently 
not able to be fully addressed 
in other species known from 
more incomplete fossil 
assemblages," said Dr. N. 
Adam Smith, paleontologist 
and Curator of Clemson 
University's Bob Campbell 
Geology Museum, about 
the findings. 
In order to pay homage 
to South Africa, researchers 
named the species Homo 
naledi, which was found 
in South Africa's Rising 
Star cave system. The word 
"naledi" means star in the 
South African language 
of Sotho. 
The fossils have already 
told researchers much 
about the appearance of 
Homo naledi, which have 
hands, arms, feet and legs 
similar to modern humans. 
The ribcage, shoulders 
and pelvis also resembled 
those of modern humans. 
Where the two diverge is 
skull structure: the skulls 
belonging to Homo naledi 
were smaller than modern 
humans and more similar to 
early hominin species that 
existed two to four million 
years ago. 
Despite the wealth of 
knowledge already gained 
from the fossils, many 
questions about Homo 
naledi have yet to be 
answered, such as the time 
period during which Homo 
naledi lived. The only clue 
that researchers have so far 
is the aforementioned skull 
structure, which suggests 
that Homo naledi lived 
two to four million years 
ago. Researchers hope to 
find additional clues to get 
a more accurate estimate 
of the time period during 
which Homo naledi roamed 
the earth. 
Investigators also 
wonder why so many 
individuals were buried in 
one location. Geographical 
and taphonomic (related 
to the processes that 
occur between death and 
fossilization) clues led 
Dirks and colleagues to 
believe that the site was 
used for body disposal. 
Other possible explanations 
include mass fatality, 
a death trap or a place 
where predators of Homo 
naledi would bring the 
scavenged remains of the 
early hominins. 
Although many 
questions remain regarding 
your newly discovered 
ancestor, Homo naledi 
has already revealed many 
clues about the evolution 
of modern humans. The 
discovery of over 15 
specimens could prove to 
be one of the most valuable 
anthropological finds 
in history. 
' I 
- - - - REPRESENTING ARACE - - - -
How the m,edia wants Cam, Newton to behave 
Trevor Seigler before). My first response, which I know 
Contributor has been echoed by many in the media, 
is to say that if you don't want Cam to 
When he broke the color line in celebrate touchdowns so much, keep 
Major League Baseball in I 947, Jackie him out of the end zone. But it's not 
Robinson had co do so without allowing as simple as that. In America, it almost 
himself to respond to the racist taunts never is. 
and heckles ofcrowds both in opposing Newton is just the latest in a 
ballparks and in his own. This was on history of black athletes who have come 
the orders of the Brooklyn Dodgers' to represent anti-Jackie Robinson, in 
Coach Branch Rickey. many ways. Robinson had to absorb 
Robinson was the first black player so much because he was the first, and 
to stand on a MLB field since before because if he wasn't careful he could 
the turn of the previous century, and he be the last; white American sports fans 
bore the burden ofhaving to be "a credit didn't take kindly ro the image ofa black 
to his race" in the eyes of white fans person doing well in what was a white 
who might not allow the integration of man's (or woman's) sport. 
America's pastime if the man doing the From Muhammed Ali to Serena 
integrating didn't ingratiate himself to Williams, black athletes have the 
them with his behavior. Jackie Robinson spotlight on them in a way that few 
in reality was a man much wounded by other ethnicities can comprehend. You 
the anger directed his way and probably not only have to be exceptional at your 
would've loved to speak up against the sport, you also have to be a spokesperson 
" " taunts and threats; however he might fior your race. Yiou have to represent 
have been kicked out of major league something that is much more diverse 
baseball and American sports history and multifaceted than those who pay 
would be radically different. to see you play, and those who pay you, 
Now, almost seventy years lacer, would care to admit. And you have to 
black athletes are frequently accused walk a fine line between social activism 
of "showboating" by celebrating and entertaining the public. 
touchdowns or home runs, ofren by I'm a Giants fan myself, so I don't 
acting exuberantly when they play really have a favorite going into the 
whatever game they're paid to play. game. But I would like to see Newton 
Recently, Cam Newton received win, because he's a once-in-a-generation 
a letter from a woman complaining talent who has earned the right to play a notion is hard for us to live up to. Robinson in retirement, his hair made 
about his elaborate post-touchdown for the biggest title in football. But he Michael Brown, Trayvon Martin, prematurely white by the stress of being 
dances and Superman poses, especially also gained my respect by addressing the Eric Garner, Freddie Gray, Sandra a "role model." We ask our athletes to 
as the Panthers are set to face the Denver notion that he is a "showboat" by saying Bland: some of these murder victims play well, we shouldn't ask them to 
Broncos in the biggest game of the year. that he's a young African-American were accused in the aftermath of their behave how we'd want them to, even 
The letter-writer may have been quarterback and that that scares deaths of not "acting right" when if their behavior seems exaggerated or 
well-intentioned, but many have read some people. responding to law enforcement or too "exuberant" for our tastes. I said it 
into it coded racist notions of "knowing Throughout our recent history, self-appointed vigilantes. earlier, but I'll say it again: 
your place" and behaving like "someone we've struggled to come to terms They weren't Jackie Robinson-like, If you're so upset about the way 
who's been there before" (though in with what it means to be a country in other words. But Robinson's life was that Cam Newton celebrates after 
Newton's case, this is his first trip to founded on the notion that "all men also cut short because of how much he a touchdown, keep him out of the 
the Super. Bowl, so he hasn't been there are created equal" when clearly such had to stomach. Look at pictures of end zone. 
Carolina Panthers' Quarterback, Cam Newton, will play his first 
Superbowl Feb. 7, 2016. 
WHAT IS AMODERN REPUBLICAN? 
4- Mark Hinds 
Columnist 
In this political season, to voting conservative 
means more than you might think it does. 
Simply stating that you are a red voter does not 
give someone a clear answer as to where you 
stand on political and social issues. The problem 
is that there are more factions in the Republican 
Party than there are gray hairs on Obama's head. 
What DOES it mean to be a Republican 
in this day and age? This question is not 
easily answered. 
In face, it is so unanswerable in terms of the 
differences between the factions, that the only 
long-term solution is the dissolution of the party 
itself into several different political platforms. 
The many factions or wings in the 
party include: moderates, theocons, neocons, 
libertarians, paleo-conservatives, fiscal 
conservatives, social conservatives and 
traditional conservatives, to name a few. The 
existence of many wings of the party begs the 
question: Why are all these different factions still 
considered one political party? Would it be the 
end of the world if the Republican Party as we 
know it disbanded into the shadows never to be 
seen again? I think not. 
There are those within the party that are 
more socially liberal, these are the RINO's 
(Republican in name only) or moderates as they 
are commonly called. They generally side with 
Democrats on most social issues, but can be 
fiscally conservative. Then there are chose who 
support the expansion of American ideology 
and culture to other regions of the world and 
foreign countries. These are referred to as 
neoconservatives. 
George W. Bush was a neocon, in my 
opinion. The exact opposite of a neocon is 
a paleo-conservative. A paleo-conservative 
is someone with a non-intervention attitude 
in foreign affairs. They strongly oppose the 
modern political ideology and often are left 
behind without representation in the political 
realm, but find representation in writing outlets 
and magazines. 
Theocons are those that view the world in a 
Judeo-Christian way, and believe in "democratic 
capitalism." They criticize the world based on 
their Jewish or Christian beliefs and ideologies. 
Fiscal conservatives are those that believe in 
small government, which goes hand in hand 
with reduced government spending, and a laissez 
faire attitude in the economic realm. They also 
believe in free trade with foreign countries. 
Social conservatives are strongly opposed to gay 
marriage, abortion and stem cell research, and 
believe affirmative action is basically useless. 
Most of the time social conservatives disagree 
with libertarians, who mostly support extremely 
small government, or as Rand Paul would say, "a 
government so small you can barely see it." 
It is quite possible to be fiscally liberal and 
socially conservative. In fact that is probably 
the way to go. I am sure there are many other 
factions in the Republican Party but I have 
listed those I am familiar with. Being both 
fiscally and socially conservative is an attitude. 
paleo-conservatives are socially conservative just 
as moderates can be fiscally conservative. 
As you can see, it would not be difficult 
in any way to kill the Republican Party and 
create two or more new political parties. If this 
implosion of red were to happen, there would be 
so much less inter-party politics because those 
with different views than yours would reside in 
another aisle. 
At least two new parties need to be created, 
one consisting of the RINOs and libertarians 
(maybe), and the other consisting of neocons, 
theocons, fiscal conservatives and paleo-cons. 
Better yet, if the naleo-cons can't get along with 
the neocons, they can go ahead and make their 
own party. 
To be clear, U.S. political parties have 
been in flux since the beginning of the 
nation. As our priorities change and factions 
become stronger or more alienated from the 
whole, different parties have been created. 
It's where we got the Whigs and even 
the Democrats. 
Is it not that "screw you I'm try'na do my 
own thing" attitude what being an American 
is all about? When we stood up against the 
British in the l 700's we did so because we 
did not believe in their ideology. If we don't 
like something, we have a history of shooting 
whatever institution, like the British, the bird 
and doing our own thing, and I would not be 
opposed to those within our party to doing 
the same. 
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THE 2FACED TIGERS 
Tigers great at honie, but terrible on road 
Willie Webb magnificent at home they have team is currently in the midst ofa 
Contributor been a completely different team three-game road trip, which they 
on the road. have already started off badly, 
Coming into this basketball So far this season, the falling to Florida State 76-65 on 
season the Clemson Tigers men's Tigers have tallied one victory Sarurday. The Tigers' road trip 
basketball team was already at a on the road, a 7 4-73 overtime continues Tuesday night when 
disadvantage. They are not able win over Syracuse. In six total they visit a weak Wake Forest 
to play in their home arena due road games the Tigers have team. The road trip culminates 
to renovations. averaged 66.8 points per game when they visit Virginia Tech to 
The Tigers would instead while allowing 76.3 points per square off with the Hokies. 
have to call Bon Secouts Wellness game (over 20 points more than It is imperative that the 
Arena, located 45 minutes away at home), combining for a -9.5 Tigers rum things around on the 
in Greenville, their home for the score margin. While the Tigers' road, especially if they have plans 
2015-2016 season. home averages have been some to be playing in March. 
They have been pretty of the best in the country, their The Tigers have a favorable 
comfy in "The Well" as made road averages have been some of schedule down the stretch, with 
evident by their 11-2 record the worst. It is worth noting the seven ofthe nine games lefi: set to 
there so far this season. The Tigers have played two games be against teams in the botrom 
Tigers have averaged 70.4 points at a neutral site, winning one half of the ACC. The other 
per game at the Well, all while (Rutgers) and losing the other two teams, Notre Dame and 
holding the opposition to an (Massachusetts). Virginia, will be tough games as 
average of 56.2 points per game, This season for Clemson both teams have been ranked; 
making them one of the best has been a two-faced one - but these games will be played 
home defensive teams in the with two seemingly different at home in the Well which gives 
country. That average +14.2 teams. Luckily for the Tigers, the the Tigers an advantage. The 
score margin is also one of the majority ofthe games this season Tigers have had a good season 
top in the country. AI; we can have been at home, with more thus far, and have themselves in 
see, the Tigers have not only than twice as many home games position to possibly make the 
been one of the best teams at as road games so far. NCAA Tournament for the first 
home in the nation, but also one That is about to change time since 2011, but it will not 
of the most dominant. with five of the remaining nine come easily. And it all starts on 
While the Tigers have been games being on the road. The the road. 
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Junior guard Avey Holmes (12) attempts to dribble around a Louisville defender. 
A GUIDE TO REDSHIRTING 
to play, four years of which they are ready to compete at Redshirting this past season 
are played competitively. their best the following year. means that Israel is eligible to 
When you hear the term "red The coaches may think that play for the next four seasons 
shirt freshman" it means that the athlete isn't quite ready as a quarterback for Clemson. 
the athlete is academically to compete at a high level of Other players on 
considered a sophomore, but play and want to work with Swinney's team have 
athletically a freshman. them, help them marure redshirted due to transfer 
Redshirting is usually and strengthen so they can rules. Kaleb and Kelby 
for freshman, injured players compete for positions the Bevelle played at Southeastern 
and transfer srudents. More following year. Naturally, some University their freshman year 
ofi:en than not, an athlete kids mature earlier than others and redshirred this past season 
who wishes to transfer and it is hard for any 18-year­ at Clemson. They will be 
schools will redshirt their first old to compete against 23 and able to complete their year of 
season at their new school 24-year-old men. required academic residency 
while getting a full year of AI; Dabo Swinney put at .Clemson and will have two 
academic residency. There are it, "We get to keep them and years of eligibility left. 
also waivers and appeals that develop them and get them Not all of Swinney's 
transfer athletes can make better. Some are ready ro play team have redshirted however. 
to the NCAA, but they are and others aren't quite there." Deshaun Warson did not 
rarely approved. Swinney has a large find himself redshirted. The 
Some may argue that number of redshirt athletes on coaches thought that he wasFreshman quarterback Tucker Israel (IO) had to redshirt due to injury in 2015. 
these athletes can lose their his team, whether freshman ready to compete with the 
Ashley Hodge largely in the back of their to reserve a year of playing ability and talent if they pause or transfer srudents, and he teams at a high caliber level. 
Columnist minds. Some are guaranteed eligibility. They are allowed to their competitive play for works to get them playing Clemson University has 
a starting position, but for practice, dress and travel with seventeen division onea year, and that this can be at the level the football 
When high school others, becoming a red shirt is the team, but they cannot discouraging for many. program requires. athletic reams, within 
athletes begin committing to an option. compete for any duration of This is a valid argument, One of Clemson's those, redshirting is an 
colleges and universities across Redshirting is a way for any game. but the redshirr year is one players, Tucker Israel, was opporrunity to enhance a 
the country, the question student athletes to sit out a The NCAA allows for the coaches to teach and forced to redshirr this past player and the overall quality 
of, "Will I play?" looms season of competition in order collegiate athletes five years develop these athletes so season due to a foot injury. of the program. 
Cole Little being said, Watson would be golden opportunity, Watson 
Contributor 
"If I have the 
opporrunity to go to the 
NFL, I'm going to take 
it." This is what Deshaun 
Watson told the press last 
week, on the same day he 
was named the Collegiate 
Player of the Year by the 
South Carolina Football 
Hall of Fame. 
While somewhat 
ambiguous, the quote serves 
as writing on the wall that 
the star Tigers' quarterback 
will take his talents to the 
professional stage following 
the 2016 season. 
NFL rules dictate that 
a college football player 
cannot enter his name into 
the Draft until he has three 
seasons of college ball under 
his belt. Therefore Watson, 
who will be considered a 
true junior when next season 
arrives, will be eligible to 
do so following the 2016 
college football slate. 
Watson's spectacular 
play through his first two 
seasons at Clemson has likely 
made him a hot commodity 
for several NFL teams 
with question marks at the 
quarterback position, and, 
barring any major injury 
setbacks, he should expect 
ro be a first-rounder in next 
year's NFL Draft. With that 
somewhat foolish to return 
for his senior season. 
All signs point 
ro 2016 being 
Watson's 
final 
season 
as a Tiger. 
An excellent 
student, Watson is 
on pace to graduate this 
coming December. Next 
season, Clemson will boast 
perhaps the best offense in 
the history of the program, 
making it a National 
Championship-or-bust year. 
As a result, Watson is likely 
leaning towards next season 
being his last in Clemson. 
Injury concern will 
probably be a major factor in 
Watson's ultimate decision 
regarding turning pro, and it 
is a factor that should push 
him in the direction of the 
NFL. Time is very precious 
for a football player, 
especially one with a history 
of major injuries. Watson's 
one hindrance in his 
Clemson career has been his 
struggle with injuries during 
his freshman campaign, 
one of which was a torn 
ACL. While he has this 
should make the jump 
to the next level because 
another year in college 
only heightens his chances 
of suffering another major 
injury. 
That would mean a 
lower draft position and 
a significantly lower 
rookie salary. 
Watson should 
not leave it 
up to 
chance 
a n d , 
regardless 
of how the Tigers 
fare in 2016, should
•head to the NFL. Already 
a Heisman finalist and an 
ACC champion, Warson 
has accomplished impressive 
fears in his collegiate 
career and still has at 
least one more season 
to add to that list 
of achievements. 
Then, it will be time 
to go. 
Enjoy Deshaun Watson 
this coming season Tiger 
faithful, because it will 
probably be his last in 
Death Valley. 
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Allison Daniel 
Sports Editor 
"The season starts today," 
Head Coach Monte Lee said 
on Friday afternoon when 
Clemson baseball held their 
first spring practice. 
That practice was only 
the beginning of a very busy 
weekend for the team as they 
had intrasquad scrimmages on 
Friday, Saturday and Sunday as 
well as their banquet Saturday 
evening. Lee and the players all 
told the media on Friday that 
they were excited for the season 
to get started, with opening day 
in less than three weeks. 
Clemson's baseball team, 
like its football team, will also 
be an underdog this season, 
with experts predicting them 
to finish fifth in the Atlantic 
division. In response, pitcher 
Clate Schmidt said, "We like 
being the underdogs, we like 
people not paying attention to 
us because if you're not paying 
attention...you're going to 
be surprised." 
The players admit that the 
preseason polls are something 
they notice, bur rather than it 
serving as a distraction, it is a 
motivation for the entire team 
to work hard and outperform 
everyone's expectations. 
Lee assured that the team 
is in great shape and ready 
to go. 
"We got our fundamentals 
out the way . . . now it's time 
to cross the white line and 
compete," he said. 
Lee also stressed the 
importance of building team 
chemistry and providing a 
relaxing atmosphere that not 
only allows the players to 
improve but lets them have fun 
as well. 
The new player facility is 
helping with that. The facility 
includes big screen TVs and a 
ping pong table that Lee says 
"is getting worn our on a daily 
basis." When asked how he has 
attempted to bond with the 
team, Lee said, "I just try and 
be myself." 
The players all reiterated 
char they felt comfortable 
playing with Lee and that the 
transition to a new coach hasn't 
been a problem for them. 
As far as positions go, 
Lee said that, players would be 
competing for jobs during these 
early intrasquad scrimmages, 
especially in determining a 
pitching rotation. "Weston 
Wilson moving from third base 
to second base is huge," Lee said, 
stressing how important the 
defense was going to be for this 
team due to the inexperience at 
the pitching position. 
Lee also implied that fans 
may see a few other position 
changes from last year saying, 
"First base is a question 
mark," and that several players 
were competing for that spot 
including last year's starter 
Andrew Cox. The coach 
also said he "tries to coach to 
personnel ... and get the most 
out ofthat player," which means 
putting them in positions 
where he feels they will be 
most effective. 
There is still a lot left 
to decide before opening day 
which is why Lee said, "Every 
day counts for me as a coach." 
The season starts at Doug 
Kingsmore Stadium on Feb. 19 
at 4 p.m. against Maine. Junior shortstop Eli White (4) speaks to the media before the first spring practice on Friday. 
Grounds crew waters the baseball field in preparation for weekend scrimmages. Clemson baseball team takes the field for their first spring practice on Friday. 
Men's Basketball Loses to Florida State 7 6-65 
Sophomore forward Donte Grantham (15) passes the ball to a teammate at a home game. 
Henry Hutton 
Contributor 
The Clemson men's 
basketball team lost a hard­
fought battle to Florida State 
in Tallahassee on Saturday by 
a score of 76-65. The defeat 
dropped the Tigers, who beat 
the Seminoles earlier this month 
when the teams first met in 
Greenville, to 13-8 overall and 
6-3 in the conference, while 
helping Florida State improve 
to 14-7 overall and 4-5 in 
ACC play. 
Florida State controlled the 
pace and the lead virtually from 
start to finish as they jumped 
. to an early lead and squelched 
Clemson's many attempts to 
draw even or rake the lead. The 
Seminoles set the tone early with 
a very aggressive defense, with 
a mixture of man and pressure, 
which disrupted the Tigers' half­
court offense for the entire game. 
Clemson also got 
dominated on the boards -
Landry Nnoko and Sidy Djitte 
could not compete with FSU big 
men Boris Bojanovsky and Chris 
Koumadje, who are 7'3" and 
7'4," respectively. 
The height and overall 
athleticism of the Seminoles 
wore down the Tigers as the 
game went on, and Clemson 
failed to secure several key 
rebounds as they attempted to 
mount a comeback. 
The Tigers also struggled 
to hit shots from the field, 
shooting only 33 percent for 
the game, and with offensive 
inconsistency throughout. 
Jaron Blossomgame 
extended his streak ofgames with 
at least 20 points to four as he 
led the ream with 22. However, 
Clemson's best player in the last 
few matches struggled early, 
producing only two points in the 
first half and scoring most of his 
points when the game was out of 
reach. Jordan Roper, who almost 
single handedly kept the Tigers 
in the game in the first half with 
10 points was silenced in the 
second and failed to score at all. 
Clemson could not 
establish an inside game either 
as both Nnoko and Djitte spent 
significant minutes on the bench 
due to constant foul trouble. 
Coach Brownell was forced to 
play Josh Smith and transfer 
Legend Robertin more than 
usual, but neither player was able 
to produce the offense Clemson 
has come to expect out ofNnoko 
and Djitte. 
However, there is still an 
abundance of good news for the 
Tigers as they complete the first 
half of their ACC 
conference schedule. 
Brownell's squad is a 
surprisingly strong 6-3 in league 
play, especially considering they 
have already easily played the 
most difficult portion of their 
schedule. Afrer nine games, 
the Tigers are in a three-way tie 
for third place in arguably the 
strongest basketball conference 
in the nation. Clemson defeated 
three top 25 teams and have 
established themselves as a ream 
that will contend for an at-large 
bid ro the NCAA rournament. 
The second half oftheir schedule 
will also be decisively easier as 
only two of their remaining nine 
games are against opponents 
with winning records in 
the ACC. 
Clemson will begin the 
second half of their conference 
campaign on the road against 
Wake Forest (10-11, 1-8 ACC) 
at 8 p.m. on Tuesday, Feb. 2. 
CLEMSON BASEBALL TO HOST 
• • • FIRST EVER FAN FEST • • • 
When: Feb. 6 from noon-4 p.m.
Trevor Andreson There will be plenty of ballplayers. 
Contributor FREE events and activities After the scrimmage, Where: Doug Kingsmore Stadium 
throughout the day. you will be able to meet 
You can watch the the players and collectIf you like baseball 
Tigers split up into two some autographs, and ans will have a chance to...and want to check out the 
reams, Orange and Purple, can even make yourplayers and new facilities , >Watch an intrasquad scrimmage
and scrimmage against own custom Clemsonthen clear your schedules 
themselves in preparation baseball emoji! >Attend an autograph sessionthis Saturday and head over 
to Doug Kingsmore Stadium for the home opener on Feb. >Take tours of new player facility
19 and get a glimpse of the WHAT ABOUT THEfor the first ever Clemson et osters and schedul cardstalent on this year's team.Baseball Fan Fest. KIDS? 
The new state of the Looking to make it a >Creat per ona 
arr player facility will also family day, or bring along
WHEN AND WHEPE: be open for fans to explore. a younger sibling? No 
Gates open at Doug This $9 million, 20,000 problem! Aside from taking 
Kingsmore Stadium this square-foot project gives the part in the other activities, 
Saturday, Feb. · 6, at 11 :30 Tigers one of the premier kids will be able to get their 
a.m.; the festivities will run facilities in the country, and faces painted, check out 
from noon until 4 p.m. features interactive displays the speed of their fastballs 
and a museum style lobby and jump around in aWHAT TO DO: showcasing former Tiger bouncy house. 
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HALF-TIME. THE TOP 1 O MOST MEMORABLE 
• SUPER BOWL HALFTIME SHOWS 
Story by: James Kidd // TimeOut Editor 
Get the chips and clip ready, everyone! It is once again that first bit of February that (provided your team didn't get knocked out in 
the playoffs) almost everyone gets excited for: the Super Bowl. Unless you're someone like me, who only found out yesterday because he 
was wondering when he could cry his eyes out to the latest Budweiser horse commercial. But these days, half of these ads already hit the 
Internet before the annual event, or minutes after they premiere on YouTube, so why would a non-NFL fan in this day and age even watch 
the Super Bowl? For the halftime shows, of course! 
Beginning in the 1990s, these shows always have to be watched live by everyone. Even if you're a stubborn old curmudgeon that doesn't 
care about Bruno Mars or Katy Perry and tells kids to get off the lawn, a classic rock icon is always good for making everyone happy. Here's 
The Tiger's personal list of the most memorable and fun Super Bowl halftime shows! 
Number Ten: The Black Eyed Peas 
(2011) 
Despite being the more forgettable entry on 
this list, the group performed decently, and was 
entertaining for the most part. Then again, being 
merely watchable is kind of a low bar to set. Some 
extra "wow!" and visual flair certainly could have put 
this solid outing up far higher on the list. 
Number Nine: U2 (2002) 
Being one of the annoyed Apple users who had 
this band's free album "graciously" forced upon them 
a few years ago, I am certainly not the biggest fan 
of Bono. However, their genuinely heartfelt tribute to 
the victims of 9/11 was enough to warm my cynical, 
cold soul. 
Number Eight: Paul ·McCartney 
(2005) 
Paul McCartney will always be a member of any 
top 10 list, but in all honesty, I kinda forgot this one 
happened. Naturally being a pretty safe choice for 
a performance compared to the infamous one that 
preceded it, McCartney did just enough performance 
wise to make it onto this list. However, finishing off 
with the entire stadium singing "Hey Jude" together 
made up for an otherwise bland outing. 
Number Seven: Bruno Mars and the 
Red Hot Chili Peppers (2014) 
I like Bruno Mars. I like the Red Hot Chili 
Peppers. With this in mind, the combining of the two 
in a Super Bowl halftime show should be amazing, but 
all throughout their 2014 performance it felt off to 
me. Mars would have been great on his own, as would 
the Chili Peppers, but the last minute addition of the 
latter to the performance didn't mesh well together at 
all. I suppose not all artists can be as good a mix as 
peanut butter and chocolate. 
Number Six: The Rolling Stones 
(2006) 
Considering the band was behind one of the most 
memorable kick off themes in football, it was a no 
brainer that The Rolling Stones would eventually 
make an appearance at the Super Bowl. Although they 
performed their classic "(I Can't Get No) Satisfaction" 
perfectly well, most of their other two songs were 
censored pretty heavily due to Timberlake's blunder 
a few years prior. This made even the slightest risque 
move (or lyric) removed by the no-fun police. 
Number Five: Janet Jackson and 
Justin Timberlake (2004) 
I feel like this one had to make the list solely 
because of the fact that thousands of American's 
learned firsthand what a wardrobe malfunction 
referred to and because of the fact that it essentially 
prevented any pop musicians from performing until 
the Black Eyed Peas in 2011. It's kind of a shame too, 
as it was actually a pretty good show until the last few 
seconds. 
Number Four: Bruce Springsteen 
(2009) 
Considering the guy almost routinely plays three 
hour shows, it was a wonder that Springsteen was 
able to perform as well as he did . Quickly finding 
his groove in the fifteen or so minutes that he had, 
Springsteen hit all the crowd favorites during his time 
onstage, as well as a camera when he slid crotch first 
into it while performing "10th Avenue Freeze Out." 
Number Three: Aerosmith, *NSYNC 
and Britney Spears (2001) 
Absolutely the earliest 2000s lineup ever, I 
remember enjoying this one quite a bit. Is it all due 
to nostalgia? Probably, but consider that this was 
probably the only halftime show to have featured 
most of their artists when they were at peak 
popularity. Not only that, but having Aerosmith 
bring some classic rock· to the event certainly didn't 
hurt. Plus, the joint performance of "Walk this Way" 
was one for the memories, and no one can tell 
me otherwise. 
Number Two: Prince (2007) 
Being a pretty strange choice only a few years 
after the Super Bowl got blasted for the infamous 
2004 show, Prince managed to show everyone who 
had doubts away with a fantastic outing. Not only 
did he just show off his greatest hits, but he managed 
to end the show in the best way possible: getting 
thousands of drunken, testosterone filled football 
fans to sing along to "Purple Rain." Quite a show to 
remember indeed! 
Number One: Beyonce (2013) 
If anyone in this list was guaranteed to put on a 
good show, it would be Beyonce, and damn did she! 
Most people would have been satisfied with just the 
typical crowd pleasing hits, but a Destiny's Child 
reunion sealed the deal as her performance easily 
became one of the most fondly remembered halftime 
events in the Super Bowl. 
by U2START/ flickr 
J 
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Michael OherJs journey•E N • to Super Bowl 50 
Myra Hutto 
Asst. TimeOut Editor 
This Sunday's Super Bowl 
will be watched by millions, 
and with eyes on the Carolina 
Panthers quarterback Cam 
Newton, it's sure to be an 
enjoyable game. 
But I will be on the 
lookout for a different player 
- the man behind "The Blind 
Side." 
"The Blind Side," the 
movie based on a true story 
that came out in 2009, was 
certainly as described-a blind 
side of how many emotions 
I could feel in two hours and 
nine minutes. I had to alternate 
between the Kleenex box for 
the moments when Michael 
was homeless and was faced 
with a difficult life I could not 
imagine and the popcorn bowl 
because those intense moments 
cannot be overcome without a 
snack. 
This movie told the 
incredible story of Michael 
Oher and the hand he was dealt 
in life. He fought for his future 
on and off the field. Luckily, he 
had the Tuohys, a family who 
took him in and gave him the 
life he deserved. They were the 
cheerleaders and the coaches of 
his life, and with them he could 
not be defeated. 
In the opening scene, 
Leigh Anne Tuohy said it best: 
"Now, yall would guess 
that more often than not, 
the highest paid player on an 
NFL team is the quarterback. 
And you'd be right. But what 
you probably don't know is 
that more often than not, the 
second highest paid player 
is a left tackle. Because, as 
every housewife knows, the 
first check you write is for the 
mortgage, but the second is for 
the insurance. The left tackle's 
job is to protect the quarterback 
from what he can't see coming. 
To protect his blind side." 
Michael went on to 
graduate high school and 
attend Ole Miss. That is when 
the movie ends and you realize 
you have cried for rwo hours 
and nine minutes. During the 
happy moments and the sad 
moments, tears formed. 
Later, after Oher attended 
Ole Miss, the Baltimore Ravens 
picked him in the first round of 
the NFL Draft; the Ravens won 
the Super Bowl in the 2012 
season with Michael protecting 
them. 
Oher has admitted he was 
not a fan of the Hollywood 
movie that depicted his life. 
In an ESPN interview Oher 
said, "People look at me, and 
they take things away from me 
because of a movie. They don't 
really see the skills and the kind 
of player I am. That's why I get 
downgraded so much because 
of something off the field ." 
Michael Oher is now 
playing for the Carolina 
Panthers, and the Tuohys are 
still cheering for their son 
each step of the way. With the 
impending Super Bowl 50, 
not only will I watch for the 
Budweiser commercials that 
make my heart happy with 
puppies, but I will also watch 
for Michael Oher because I will 
always have a soft spot for the 
"Blind Side" player. 
I must confess I am not a 
football fanatic to say the least. 
I don't watch football because 
I do not understand the 
concepts, and I would rather 
watch "Grey's Anatomy," to be 
perfectly honest. 
I may not know a good 
football game when I see one, 
but I know a good movie and a 
good man when I see them. So 
no, I will not watch Super Bowl 
50 for the football plays and the 
strategic plans of the defense. I 
will watch the game because 
I'm a fan of this man. 
To Michael Oher, I hope 
you take the Broncos all the 
way to the bus because it's time 
for them to go home. Michael Ober will play with the Carolina Panthers against the Denver Broncos. 
ANTI: 
Rihanna released "Anti" for free on music-streaming site TIDAL 
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Cody Smoldt 
Contributor 
After more than three 
years of waiting, a strange 
series of video diaries and 
a disparate trio of pre­
album singles - the folky 
"FourFiveSeconds," the 
politically charged ''American 
Oxygen'' and the trap-heavy 
"Bitch Better Have My 
Money''-"ANTI," the eighth 
album from Barbadian pop 
star Rihanna, finally dropped 
(leaked?) last Wednesday 
night on the streaming 
service TIDAL. 
The album is already 
certified platinum thanks to a 
partnership with smartphone 
giant Samsung, much like Jay 
Z's precedent shattering deal 
for "Magna Carta Holy Grail" 
two years ago Oay Z also 
happens to be her manager 
at Roe Nation). A physical 
release is scheduled for Feb. 5 
via Roe Nation Records and 
the album is available digitally 
on online music stores like 
iTunes and Amazon now. 
KEV TRACKS: DOWNLOAD 
"ANTI" ON 
TIDAL FOR FREE 
5P.M. -
8:30 P.M. 
THE TIGER NEWSROOM 
HENDRIX 311 
"ANTI" is a dramatic 
departure from the dance 
and EDM sound of her past 
albums in favor of futuristic 
R&B and soul. None of the 
first three singles made the 
final cut, but the scattered 
variety of sounds is still 
evident on "ANTI," with the 
three singles testing out a 
bunch ofdifferent styles to see 
what sticks. 
Rihanna has always been 
a singles artist and so the 
absence of any obvious hits 
(maybe the Drake-assisted 
"Work" which was released as a 
single hours before the release 
of the album) is noticeable. 
Instead, "ANTI" experiments 
with a lot of different sounds 
with production from the 
likes ofBoi-lda, DJ Mustard, 
Hit-Boi, Timbaland and 
Nol.D. 
On the fire 
track, featuring SZA, 
"Consideration" Rhianna 
sings "I got to do things my 
own way darling" and on 
"ANTI" that's exactly what 
she does. 
"Kiss It Better" is a power 
ballad that wouldn't feel out 
ofplace on a Robyn album. 
"Work" is a slice of 
reggae/dancehall perfection 
with a killer verse from Drake 
that should find new life 
this summer as the weather 
warms up. 
"Desperado" is dark and 
noisy and "Woo" sounds 
like a B-side from Travi$ 
Scott's "Rodeo." "Same 
01' Mistakes" is a frickin' 
Tame Impala cover. "Love 
on the Brain" and "Higher" 
feature some of the strongest 
vocal work of her career 
and the album closes on a 
jazzy piano ballad "Close 
to You." 
It should be a mess, 
but instead "ANTI" is the 
strongest artistic expression 
of Rihanna's career. It's clear 
that this is the album Rihanna 
wanted to make and even in 
the absence of a clear artistic 
vision, ''ANTI" is a bold, 
daring statement from an 
artist that is unapologetically 
operating on her own terms. 
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TRIGGER WARNING • 
"[We] have these values of free speech. And it's not in the abstract. The purpose of that kind of free speech 
is to make sure that we are forced to use argument and reason and words in making our democracy work. 
And, you know, you don't have to be fearful of somebody spouting bad ideas. Just out-argue them. Beat 
'em. Make the case as to why they're wrong. Win over adherents. That's how things work in a democracy." 
- President Barack Obama 
, 
At Clemson University 
You could be · exposed, at any moment, without warning, to ideas that you find 
shocking, offensive, absurd, annoying, insensitive, or generally obnoxious. 
WE CALL THIS EDUCATION 
Welcome to Clemson University 
Pasatientpos
CROSSWORD n--"Tll'""-rr----r.r-- ,,..-,,.,.--.-......-- Crossword by: bestcrosswords.com 
.Across 
1- Porn 
5- Mission control 
gp. 
9- Stimpy's pal 
12- browns 
13-As reson 
15- Hawaii's state bird 
16- Prefix with present 
17-Taxi's ticker 
18- Do others... 
19- Letter opener 
21-Tank 
23- Dispatched 
24- Leg, slangily 
25- Sale indicator 
28- Remove the lard 
33- Kind ofalcohol 
34- Drink to excess 
35- Skedaddles 
36- HBO alternative 
37- Less bananas 61- Actor Kristofferson 9- Actress Russo 37- Ladies ofSpain 
38- Got together 62- Slowpoke 10-_'acte (intermission) 40-African antelopes 
39- Head ofFrance? 63-Chair 11-lnen gas 42- Nabisco cookie 
41- Feminizing suffix 64- Tricky curve 14- Part of a gun 43- Working gear of a draft 
42- Chicago hub 65- Editor's note 15- Spice animal 
44- Ceylon, now 66- Fifth Avenue store 20- Authenticating mark 45- Make another point 
46- Orifice of a volcano Down 22- Mediterranean isl. 46- Blue coloring 
47-Hoopla 1- Not barefoot 25-Reposes 48- Bottled spirit; 
48- Attendee 2-Auntie of Broadway 26- Old anesthetic 49- Bagshaped fish trap 
49- Castings 3- Annapolis inst. 27- Hindu loincloth 50- Crew needs 
53- Inelastic rubber 4- Parched 28- ltal.ian lady 51- "Trinity'' author 
57-American football 5- Nominating 29- Fencing weapon 52- Cravings 
measure 6-Tip--off 30- Shoot for 54-Notion 
58- Big name in insurance 7- Warmed the bench 31- Cubic meter 55- Durable wood 
60- Utopia 8-Just_! 32-Fragrantcompound 56- Tolkien tree creatures 
34- Liquid container 59- Make laceSUDQKU SkillLevel: ♦♦♦ ◊◊◊ 
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AQUARIUS 
Jan. 20 - Feb. 19 
. . 
~ PISCES . 
~ ' -\ r Feb. 20 - March 20 
,..IIARIES 
" March 21 - April 20 
~ GEMINI 
~/. May21-June21 
. 
I 
,.f'- LEO 
"'• July 23 -Aug. 23 
l:, '\... 
+-11JJ..t VIRGO Aug. 24 - Sept. 22 
~LmRA 
~7\ Sept. 23 - Oct. 23 
W W SCORPIO*"-:,-' Oct. 24 - Nov. 21 
SACl'ffARIUS 
Nov. 22 - Dec. 21 
ft'C CAPRICORN Dec. 22 - Jan. 19 
BOROSCOPES: Iowa Caucus Edition 
Horoscopes by: Saavon Smalls/ Associate Editor and The TimeOut Staff 
,_ 
Ifno one.knows who you are, should 
you even try at this point? 
It's never too *insert severe weathe.i: 
pattern here* to serve your patriotic 
duty. Go vote! 
Turns our those emails actually 
were more secretive than you 
thought. Damage control, 
damage control, damage control. 
Its probably not best to say that you 
could "punch someone in the face" and 
still be popular. Even ifthat's ttue. 
Just because your brother did it, 
doesn't mean you have to. You'rejust 
not charismatic. · 
Putting an eicclamation point after 
everything doesn't mean you're 
exciting. 
Ifyour dad was terrible at it, it 
must run in the family. 
Aren't you a little too old to be starting 
revolutions? Invest your time in 
something more age appropriate. 
Once you start thinking that the 
pyramids held grain, you should 
just stop what you're doing all 
together. 
Its takes a lot ofcourage to go 
· against the norm, almostlike a 
Canadian running for president. 
Just because they're rich, doesn't 
mean you have to have beefwith 
billionaires. 
Ifyour age isdt on the dock, 
you're too old to be petty on 
Twitter. 
This ad is sponsored by Professor C. Bradley Thowipson. 
It does not necessarily reflect the views of The Tiger, 
nor is it an endorsem,ent. 
